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Course Description：

In the face of a challenging business environment where change is the 
only constant, it is imperative to understand the intricate interplay of 
forces and factors that shape the business landscape in order to remain 
competitive.  
 
This course seeks to provide a comprehensive view and understanding of 
the world of Marketing. Marketing is beyond the basics of 4Ps. While this 
course basically is about Marketing, students will not be learning 
Marketing à la textbook. Rather different contemporary issues will be 
introduced and examined each week. The relevance and implications of 
the issues for all aspects of business, mainly Marketing will be discussed. 
Students will develop an understanding of the different macro factors that 
affect decision-making and strategies through the extensive readings, case 
studies and class discussions, as well as develop the ability to think 
strategically in analysing and formulating solutions.
Textbooks：

There is no required text for this course. 
Reference Books：

The required reading list and cases will be advised during week 1 in class 
accordingly. 
Course Plan：
1 Introduction to the course (requirements and syllabus including 

reading list and cases)
Introduction to Macro environment factors

2 Social Cultural factor - It's my culture but not yours
* Case will be assigned during the first session 

3 Technological factor - The changing mobile world
* Case will be assigned the week before

4 Economic factor - What's wrong with our price?
* Case will be assigned the week before

5 Environmental / Ecological factor - We need to be sustainable
* Case will be assigned the week before

6 Political factor - Can politics and marketing mix?
* Case will be assigned the week before

7 Legal factor - Food regulations
* Case will be assigned the week before

8 Ethical factor - Axel Springer
* Case will be assigned the week before

9 Bringing it all together 
Case I: We don't want the bubbles
* Case will be assigned the week before

10 Bringing it all together 
Case II: We don't want the plastic!
* Case will be assigned the week before

11 Bringing it all together 
Case III: When everything goes wrong.
* Case will be assigned the week before

12 Wrap Up and Final Prep
13 Final Presentation
14 Final Presentation
Other Assignment
Lecturer's Comments to Students：

This course is conducted using an interactive approach. Students are 
expected to come prepared; having read the assigned cases and articles in 
order to be able to contribute effectively in both class and group 
discussions. Students are also encouraged to debate and defend their ideas 
and opinions. 
Method of Evaluation：

Class Contribution                                               20%
Group Case Report & Presentation ( 10 x 5%)    50%

Final Presentation                                                 30%
*The method of evaluation will be explained further in class. 
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